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Furniture & Mattresses



Ella
Bedroom

Our new Ella bedroom range 
is a breath of fresh air. With its 
light grey finish, chrome handles 
and stunning white oak top with 
rounded edges, this range will 
transform any bedroom.



Sam
Bedroom

Our French-style white bedroom 
furniture is a harmonious blend 
of tradition and contemporary 
flair. With a crisp, airy white 
finish and black knobs. Subtle 
fluting along the edges and a 
delicate cornice top lend a touch 
of architectural interest.



Sligo
Bedroom

Our exciting new chunky bedroom
range in light European oak with 
curved edges and stylish chrome 
handles is a stunning addition to 
any bedroom.



Zara
Oak Occasional

Our new white oak occasional range 
Zara has been created with budget 
and quality in mind. With it’s fresh, 
modern look and chrome knobs, 
this set is designed to fit into any 
home. Enquire now about our 5 
piece set deal.

Corner TV unit

Straight TV unit

Coffee table

Coffee table (side) Nest of tables

Console Table

Lamp table



X Dark
Dining & Occasional range

Our best selling X range in
dark oak will add warmth and
sophistication to any room.
The rich color of the oak is both
elegant and inviting and the
natural grain pattern adds a
touch of visual interest.
Available in coffee, console,
telephone, lamp, nest of tables, 
large sideboard and a large TV unit.
Dining tables come in 1.5 & 1.8 with 
chairs in a timber seat only.



X Range
Dining & Occasional Range

The chunky X range boasts a

wide selection of very popular

pieces. The dining tables come

in 1.5m, 1.8m & 2.2m. The chairs 

have either a Timber or PU seat 

pad. Large and small sideboards 

are also available.



Luna
Sofa Bed

Maximize your space and style 
with the Luna sofa bed. This sleek 
grey sofa transforms into a plush 
bed in seconds, thanks to its 
smooth slide-out and fold-down 
mechanism.

X Range
Occasional Range

Also available: console, nest, lamp, telephone table and 2 sizes of 
bench along with a selection of TV units means there’s
something for everyone in this range.



Florida
Dining & Occasional

The Florida dining table is a
white, stone based table with
a marble effect finish. Limited
stocks are available in beige.

Table sizes available are:
Rectangular: 1.2m, 1.5m & 1.8m
Round: 1.2m diameter
PU chairs come in grey or beige

Occasional pieces available:
Round/rectangle coffee tables
Round/square lamp tables
Rectangular console tables

Round coffee table Rectangular coffee table

PU dining chair grey

Round lamp tableSquare lamp table

PU dining chair beige

Beige

Console table



Florence
Dining & Occasional

Beautifully crafted, featuring
fully stainless-steel legs and
frame and an exceptional stone
top with a grey marble effect finish.
Available in round and rectangular
dining tables.

Lion’s Head 
Chairs
(YW11)
Dining Chairs

One of our most popular dining
chairs, this classic is available
in light grey, dark grey and beige.

Lyon High Back 
Chairs (DYT1) 
Available in light or dark grey



Manhattan Oak
Bedroom Range

Our Manhattan oak range is one
of our best-selling bedroom sets.
A modern design with a mix of
solid oak, oak veneer and
finished with chrome handles.

Bamboo
Mattress Range

The Bamboo is 11.5 inches 
deep with a pillow top and is 
fully pocket sprung. 

It comes rolled and boxed. 
Breathable and naturally cool, 
the bamboo fabric keeps you 
comfy throughout the night, 
wicking away moisture and 
regulating temperature. 



Galaxy
Mattress

The Galaxy mattress is one of our
most popular mattresses ever.
At 12.2 inches deep, featuring 
high density foam and a pocket 
sprung base. It comes vacuum 
sealed and rolled in a box
for your convenience.

Honey
Mattress

The pocket sprung, 12 inch deep 
Honey mattress is another proven 
best seller. Rolled and boxed for 
convenience. 

Honey B 2000 
Mattress

The Honey B 2000 is a
9.5 inch deep, fully pocket sprung
mattress. Comes rolled and boxed.

Balmoral 
Mattress

The Balmoral is a 13 inch deep 
pillow top mattress. Fully pocket 
sprung, rolled and boxed. 
Available in 4’6”, 5’ & 6’
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